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INTRODUCTION

While the United States Supreme Court has recognized that the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution does not make all
forms of speech permissible, the Supreme Court has struggled to form
a coherent standard defining the kinds of speech governments may
regulate.' The Court has stated that certain categories of speech en-
joy no constitutional protection because the speech conflicts with soci-
ety's interest in morality and order.2 One type of unprotected speech
is speech that involves "fighting words."3 Fighting words are those
words that, when spoken, are likely to cause the addressee to react
violently.4

Even though the Court has stated that certain categories of
speech, such as fighting words, are unprotected by the First Amend-
ment, the Court has nonetheless struck down statutes that both pro-
hibit some speech within an unprotected category and permit other
speech within that category.5 In 1992, the Court expressly stated that
no governmental regulation can escape constitutional scrutiny simply
because it proscribes a category of unprotected speech.6 The Court
wrote that statutes purportedly banning unprotected categories of
speech are nevertheless invalid if, either facially or as applied, they
discriminate on the basis of viewpoint.7 In other words, even a statute
aimed only at fighting words can be struck down if it discriminates
against certain fighting words on the basis of their content.8 Con-
versely, if a statute aims only at proscribing an intolerable "mode" of
speech, such as speech that threatens, the statute will be upheld be-

1. See R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538, 2561 (1992) (Stevens, J., concur-
ring). The First Amendment of the United States Constitution provides in relevant part
that "Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom of speech." U.S. CONST.
amend. I. Symbolic conduct may be considered speech, making cross-burning subject to
First Amendment analysis. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 406 (1989) (stating that
the burning of the American flag can be speech protected by the First Amendment).

2. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 571-72 (1942) (stating that
"[there are certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech, the prevention
and punishment of which have never been thought to raise any Constitutional
problem").

3. Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 571-72.
4. Id. at 572.
5. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2543.
6. Id.
7. Id. at 2548; Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 20 (1971).
8. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2542.
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cause the statute's content distinctions are incidental and unintended
effects of the statute's legitimate purpose. 9

Recently, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir-
cuit applied these principles in United States v. J.H.H. 10 In J.H.H.,
the Eighth Circuit upheld the convictions of three boys for burning
crosses, including one cross that the boys ignited in the yard of an
African-American family."' Relying on the Supreme Court's reason-
ing that governments may regulate modes of speech even if the regu-
lation makes content distinctions, the court in J.H.H. held that section
241 of Title 18 and section 3631 of Title 42 of the United States Code
were constitutional on their face and as applied to the facts of
J.H.H.12

The court first noted that the federal statutes' plain language in-
dicated that they were aimed only at proscribing a mode of speech -
specifically, threats. 13 Therefore, the court held that the statutes
were facially valid because their language did not reveal a legislative
intent to discriminate against speech on the basis of subject matter or
viewpoint. 14 Next, the court held that the federal statutes were con-
stitutional as applied to the facts of J.H.H.15 Reviewing the record,
the court concluded that the totality of the evidence supported a find-
ing that the defendants' cross burnings constituted a threat.' 6 Conse-
quently, even if the cross burnings were expressive, the court stated
that the defendants could not win a reversal of their convictions by
invoking the First Amendment. 17

This Note will first discuss the circumstances surrounding the
cross burning in J.H.H. and the Eighth Circuit's decision.18 This Note
will then review the Supreme Court's approach to First Amendment
analysis.' 9 This Note will then discuss the problems with the court's
holding in J.H.H.20 This Note concludes that the court's holding in
J.H.H. was correct, although an overly broad definition of "threat"
may cause the federal statutes to be held unconstitutional as applied
in future cases.21

9. Id. at 2548-50.
10. 22 F.3d 821, 825-26 (8th Cir. 1994).
11. United States v. J.H.H., 22 F.3d 821, 823-32 (8th Cir. 1994).
12. Id. at 825-26; see infra note 39.
13. Id. at 826.
14. Id. at 825-26.
15. Id. at 826-830.
16. Id. at 830.
17. Id. at 828.
18. See infra notes 22-59 and accompanying text.
19. See infra notes 60-186 and accompanying text.
20. See infra notes 231-70 and accompanying text.
21. See infra notes 201-70 and accompanying text.
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FACTS AND HOLDING

On June 20, 1990, J.H.H. and several companions met at the
house of Arthur Miller III, an eighteen-year-old. 22 During the course
of a conversation at Miller's house, the subject turned to racial is-
sues. 23 Miller and J.H.H. were among those who expressed disgust
over the fact that an African-American family, the Joneses, lived
nearby. 24 Another of the youths, R.A.V., then conceived the idea of
burning a cross in order to "do something" about the Joneses' presence
in the neighborhood.25

In the basement of Miller's house, the group constructed a cross,
which they took to the Joneses' home and set afire.26 Awakened by
the sound of voices, Russell and Laura Jones looked out to see a large
cross burning in the middle of their yard.2 7 It was around 2:30 a.m.
when, terror stricken, Mr. Jones called the police.28

The teenagers later met back at Miller's house and made two
more crosses. 29 The first of these they set afire across the street from
an apartment building which housed a number of minorities.30 The
youths burned the last cross on a street corner situated across from
the Joneses' home.3 ' Awakened again by noise and the glow of the
burning cross, the Joneses again called the police, this time in fear for
their family.32

Following a police investigation, "R.A.V. was charged in Minne-
sota Juvenile Court" with violating a St. Paul, Minnesota, Bias-Moti-
vated Crime Ordinance.33 Before trial, the juvenile court dismissed

22. United States v. J.H.H., 22 F.3d 821, 823 (8th Cir. 1994).
23. Id. at 823.
24. Id.
25. Id. at 826-27. According to the court's opinion, J.H.H. initially suggested that

the group "do something" by puncturing the tires of the Joneses' car. Id. at 827. Miller
rejected this idea, however, because it had already been tried and was unsuccessful in
persuading the Joneses to move. Id. Subsequently, "R.A.V. brought up the movie 'Mis-
sissippi Burning,' a movie which portrays Klan violence, cross-burnings, and
murders.... Arthur Miller then said, 'Let's go burn some niggers,' and the group pro-
ceeded to build a cross." Id.

26. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 823.
30. Id. at 827.
31. Id.
32. Id. at 824.
33. Id. The St. Paul Bias-Motivated Crime Ordinance provided that:
Whoever places on public or private property a symbol, object, appellation,
characterization or graffiti, including, but not limited to, a burning cross or
Nazi swastika, which one knows or has reasonable grounds to know arouses
anger, alarm, or resentment in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion
or gender commits disorderly conduct and shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

ST. PAUL, MiNN., LEGIS. CODE § 292.02 (1990).
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the charge on the ground that the ordinance infringed on self-expres-
sion in violation of the First Amendment to the United States Consti-
tution.3 4 The Minnesota Supreme Court reversed, construing the
ordinance as reaching only "fighting words," a category of expression
afforded no protection under the First Amendment. 35 Under this con-
struction, the Minnesota Supreme Court held that the St. Paul ordi-
nance was narrowly tailored to achieve the compelling state interest of
protecting the community against bias-motivated threats to public
safety. 36 The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari and re-
versed in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul,37 holding that the ordinance was
unconstitutional on its face because it regulated the content of speech
and was not the least restrictive means of achieving the compelling
state interest of combating messages of group hatred and notions of
racial supremacy. 38

After the decision in R.A V., the United States Attorney for the
District of Minnesota brought charges against J.H.H., R.A.V., and
L.M.J. for allegedly violating sections 2 and 241 of Title 18 of the
United States Code ("section 241") and section 3631 of Title 42 of the
United States Code ("section 3631").39 After a bench trial, the United
States District Court for the District of Minnesota found the juveniles
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt on all charges.40 The juveniles ap-
pealed these convictions to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit, which affirmed.41 The Eighth Circuit considered
whether the federal statutes relied upon by the United States Attor-
ney possessed the same facial problems as the St. Paul ordinance in-

34. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 824.
35. In re Welfare of R.A.V., 464 N.W.2d 507, 510 (Minn. 1991).
36. Id. at 511.
37. 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
38. R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538, 2548-50 (1992); R.A.V. v. City of St.

Paul, 501 U.S. 1204 (1991) (granting certiorari).
39. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 824. Section 241 of Title 18 provides in relevant part:
If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any
inhabitant of any State, Territory, or District in the free exercise or enjoyment
of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, or because of his having so exercised the same . .. [shall be
guilty of an offense against the United States].

18 U.S.C. § 241 (1988). Section 3631 of Title 42 provides in relevant part:
Whoever ... by force or threat of force willfully injures, intimidates or inter-
feres with, or attempts to injure, intimidate or interfere with-

(a) any person because of his race, color, religion, sex, handicap.... famil-
ial status .... or national origin and because he is ... occupying ... any dwell-
ing... [shall be guilty of an offense against the United States].

42 U.S.C. § 3631 (Supp. 1993). Section 2 of Title 18 provides in relevant part that
"[wihoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, abets, counsels, com-
mands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal." 18 U.S.C.
§ 2(a) (1951).

40. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 824.
41. Id. at 824-31.
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validated in R.A.V., and, if not, whether the statutes were
nevertheless unconstitutional as applied to the circumstances sur-
rounding the cross burning by J.H.H., R.A.V., and their companions.42

At the outset of the court's opinion, the court noted that the appel-
lants made no claim that sections 241 and 3631 were facially inva-
lid.43 The court further noted that in United States v. Lee,44 the
Eighth Circuit, sitting en banc, held section 241 to be "content neutral
on its face."4 5 Despite its holding in Lee, the court proceeded to ex-
amine both statutes on their face for the kinds of infirmities that re-
quired the overturning of the St. Paul ordinance in R.A V.46 The court
relied on the analysis set forth in R.A.V. to answer the threshold ques-
tion of whether the federal statutes were facially unconstitutional. 47

The United States Attorney argued that sections 241 and 3631
were content neutral because they punished only intentional threats,
intimidation or interference with federal rights.48 The court agreed,
concluding that the statutes were not limited to "favored topics," but
punished "any threat or intimidation, or conspiracy to threaten or to

42. Id. at 824-28. As part of its burden of proving the defendants' intent to
threaten the Joneses, for example, the government offered expert testimony concerning
the skinhead practice of cross burning as a means to terrorize and intimidate. Id. at
828. The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit found the District Court
for the District of Minnesota's admission of this testimony to be "troublesome" because
the record contained "little to show that appellants were skinheads or skinhead-sympa-
thizers" and "admission of the testimony comes dangerously close to permitting the
factfinder to adjudge the appellants guilty by association." Id. at 829. The Eighth Cir-
cuit nevertheless found the improper admission of the testimony to be harmless error.
Id. at 830. Because the government introduced other evidence sufficient to show that
the appellants had burned the cross with the specific intent "to interfere with the
Joneses in the exercise of their right to occupy their home," the Eighth Circuit found
sufficient evidence to support the judgment without the expert testimony on skinheads.
Id. As to the risk of the expert testimony's prejudicial impact, the Eighth Circuit stated
that such a risk was reduced substantially because the trial was before a judge and not
a jury. Id. at 829. Besides the defendants' own statements made before the cross burn-
ings, the Eighth Circuit cited as additional pieces of evidence in the record showing
intent the following: the fact that the group directed the displays at one family; the fact
that the group made sure that the crosses would stay lit for long periods of time (in one
instance, by attaching a propane tank to the cross); and, the fact that statements were
made after the cross burnings by J.H.H. and R.A.V. indicating the specific intent "to
intimidate the Joneses into moving from the neighborhood." Id. at 830.

43. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 824 n.7.
44. 6 F.3d 1297 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 1550 (1994).
45. United States v. Lee, 6 F.3d 1297, 1300 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct.

1550 (1994); J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 824 n.7.
46. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 825-26.
47. Id. The court began by articulating some of the principles of First Amendment

doctrine. Id. at 824-25. The court recognized that a governmental regulation which
attempts to discriminate against speech or expression because of its content is presump-
tively invalid, but "[alt the same time, certain categories, or modes, of expression fall
outside the shelter of the First Amendment." Id. at 825. One such category enjoying no
First Amendment protection is "threats of violence." Id.

48. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 825.
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intimidate,... regardless of the viewpoint guiding the action."49 Ac-
cordingly, the court distinguished the federal statutes from the invali-
dated St. Paul ordinance, stating that "unlike the St. Paul ordinance
... section 241 and section 3631 prohibit only a mode of expression,
i.e., threats of violence and intimidation."50 Consequently, the court
held that "even if [sections] 241 and 3631 make content distinctions,
they are of a kind that poses 'no significant danger of idea or viewpoint
discrimination.' "51

The court also dismissed the defendants' contention that sections
241 and 3631 were overbroad and void for vagueness. 52 The court
stated that the statutes were not overbroad because "the standard of
proof set forth in Lee... precludes either of these statutes from reach-
ing constitutionally protected conduct." 53 In considering the void for
vagueness argument, the court recited the rule that "a law should pro-
vide reasonable notice to persons of ordinary intelligence of just what
it is that the law prohibits."54 The court determined that the federal
statutes did not violate the rule because a conviction under the stat-
utes depends on the government "demonstrating the specific intent of
the defendant, not upon a subjective evaluation of the terms 'intimi-
date' and 'interfere.' "55 The court held that the subjective reactions of
victims of allegedly threatening conduct are nevertheless admissible
as part of the "totality" of the government's evidence showing intent.56

In a concurring opinion, Senior Circuit Judge Donald P. Lay
agreed that the evidence in J.H.H. was sufficient to show that the
juveniles intended to make a specific threat toward the Joneses. 5 7

Judge Lay stated that he in no way was retracting or disclaiming the
position he expressed in Lee.58 Judge Lay found the circumstances of
the cross burning to be distinguishable from those in Lee, because the
youths in J.H.H. intended to threaten, intimidate and "scare the
Joneses in particular," and wanted them to leave the neighborhood.5 9

49. Id.
50. Id. at 826.
51. Id. (quoting R.A V., 112 S. Ct. at 2545).
52. Id. at 828.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id. (citing Becker v. Lockhart, 971 F.2d 172, 174 (8th Cir. 1992), cert. denied,

114 S. Ct. 98 (1993)).
56. Id.
57. Id. at 832 (Lay, J., concurring).
58. Id.
59. Id.
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BACKGROUND

UNPROTECTED SPEECH

In general, the First Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion grants individuals the right of free speech and operates as a check
on governmental interference with that right.60 However, this right is
not limitless; when speech is of a type, such as fighting words, that it
is "of such slight social value as a step to the truth that any benefit
that may be derived from [it] is clearly outweighed by the social inter-
est in order and morality," it may be subject to governmental restric-
tion or prohibition.6 1 Yet the government may not target for
proscription even unprotected categories of speech, like fighting
words, when the purpose of the governmental action is to discriminate
on the basis of viewpoint. 62

Fighting Words

In Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire,63 the Court included "fighting
words" among those categories of speech "which have never been
thought to raise any constitutional problem." In Chaplinsky, a New
Hampshire municipal court convicted Walter Chaplinsky, a member
of the Jehovah's Witnesses, for violating a New Hampshire statute af-
ter Chaplinsky called the City Marshal a "God damned racketeer" and
a "damned Fascist."64 The New Hampshire Supreme Court affirmed
the conviction and Chaplinsky appealed to the United States Supreme
Court.

65

60. See Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 309-11 (1940).
61. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942). See Roth v. United

States, 354 U.S. 476, 483 (1957) (stating that obscenity is not protected by the freedoms
of speech and press); Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 266 (1952) (stating that
libelous utterances are not within the area of constitutionally protected speech).

62. RA.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538, 2549 (1992).
63. 315 U.S. 568, 571-72 (1942).
64. Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 569 (1942). The New Hampshire law provided that:
No person shall address any offensive, dirisive or annoying word to any other
person who is lawfully in any street or other public place, nor call him by any
offensive or derisive name, nor make any noise or exclamation in his presence
and hearing with intent to deride, offend or annoy him, or to prevent him from
pursuing his lawful business or occupation.

N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 570:2 (1986).
The current, modified version of the law provides in relevant part:
A person is guilty of disorderly conduct if-
II. He:
(b) Directs at another person in a public place obscene, derisive, or offensive words

which are likely to provoke a violent reaction on the part of an ordinary person. N.H.
REv. STAT. ANN. § 644:2 (1986).

65. Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 569.

1995] 829
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The Supreme Court affirmed Chaplinsky's conviction.66 The
Court characterized Chaplinsky's statements as "Fighting Words."67

Fighting words, according to the Court, are "those which by their very
utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the
peace."68 The Court found that Chaplinsky's epithets qualified, under
this test, as fighting words.69

At one point, the Court focused on the content of Chaplinsky's
words and stated that epithets and personal insults are "not in any
proper sense communication of information."70 In addition, the Court
discussed when a state may properly regulate fighting words, focusing
on the effects of such words and not on the words themselves.71 The
Court stated that "[dierisive and annoying words can be taken as com-
ing within the purview of the statute as heretofore interpreted only
when they have this characteristic of plainly tending to excite the ad-
dressee to a breach of the peace." 72 The Court stated only that certain
words in the English language are likely to lead to a fight. 73

In Cohen v. California,74 the Court held that the wearing of a
jacket that bore the message "Fuck the Draft" was protected speech
under the First Amendment.75 Paul Robert Cohen was convicted
under a California statute prohibiting breaches of the peace by offen-
sive conduct after he wore such a jacket in the Los Angeles County
Courthouse. 76 One of the issues before the Court was whether Cali-
fornia could proscribe such expression on the ground that it could po-
tentially breach the peace.77 In writing for the Court, Justice John
Marshall Harlan stated that Cohen's message simply did not fall in

66. Id. at 574.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 572.
69. Id. at 574.
70. Id. at 572.
71. Id. at 572-74.
72. Id. at 573 (emphasis added) (quoting State v. Chaplinsky, 18 A.2d 754, 762

(N.H. 1941), prob. juris. noted, 62 S. Ct. 89 (1941), aff'd, 315 U.S. 568 (1942)).
73. Id. at 574.
74. 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
75. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 16-26 (1971).
76. Cohen, 403 U.S. at 16. The California statute provided that:
Every person who maliciously and willfully disturbs the peace or quiet of any
neighborhood or person, by loud or unusual noise, or by tumultuous or offensive
conduct, or threatening, traducing, quarreling, challenging to fight, or fighting,
or who, on the public streets of any unincorporated town, or upon the public
highways in such unincorporated town, run any horse race, either for a wager
or for amusement, or fire any gun or pistol in such unincorporated town, or
use any vulgar, profane, or indecent language within the presence or hearing
of women or children, in a loud and boisterous manner, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

CAL. PENAL CODE § 415 (1878).
77. Cohen, 403 U.S. at 22.
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any proscribable categories of speech. 78 Justice Harlan noted that the
words were not obscene because they were not "erotic," and that they
were not fighting words because, in this case, they were not conveyed
in such a manner as to provoke a person or group to hostile reaction. 79
Justice Harlan focused on the potential effects of Cohen's message,
rather than on the message itself, in order to determine if the message
constituted fighting words.8 0

The Court held that the State of California, on the facts
presented, had no interest in preventing breaches of the peace because
the record showed no disturbances had occurred or were likely to occur
due to Cohen's message.8 1 The Court noted that the message was not
"directed to the person of the hearer" and that no individual present at
the Los Angeles County Courthouse could have regarded the words on
Cohen's jacket as a direct personal insult.8 2 The Court stated that
Cohen's arrest was based on an undifferentiated fear or apprehension
of disturbance, which did not show that "substantial numbers of citi-
zens [were] standing ready to strike out physically at whoever may
assault their sensibilities with execrations like that uttered by Co-
hen."8 3 Thus, the Court held that the California statute impermissi-
bly proscribed Cohen's expression on the basis of its content.8 4

Imminent Threats of Violence

The Court has applied a similar analysis in deciding if speech
poses a true threat to its listeners.8 5 In Brandenburg v. Ohio,8 6 the
Court held that the advocacy of violence, standing alone, does not war-
rant state prohibition unless it appears that the speaker will immi-
nently carry out what he or she preaches.8 7 In Brandenburg, a Ku
Klux Klan organizer was convicted under an Ohio statute which
criminalized the advocacy of crime, violence or other unlawful acts of
terrorism.88 At a Klan meeting, the organizer was caught on tape and

78. Id. at 19-20.
79. Id. at 20.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 23.
82. Id. at 20.
83. Id. at 23.
84. Id. at 24.
85. See Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
86. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
87. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447-48.
88. Id. at 444-45. The Ohio statute made it a crime to "advocate... the duty,

necessity, or propriety of crime, sabotage, violence, or unlawful methods of terrorism as
a means of accomplishing industrial or political reform," and to "voluntarily assemble
with any society, group, or assemblage of persons formed to teach or advocate the doc-
trines of criminal syndicalism." Orno REV. CODE ANN. § 2923.13 (1919). Brandenburg,
395 U.S. at 444-45.
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heard by witnesses as saying, among other things, "[s]end the Jews
back to Israel" and "[biury the niggers."8 9 The Klan organizer chal-
lenged the constitutionality of the Ohio statute and the Ohio Supreme
Court dismissed his challenge on the ground that no substantial con-
stitutional question was involved.90 The United States Supreme
Court noted probable jurisdiction and reversed. 91

The Supreme Court considered the question of whether the advo-
cacy of violence is protected under the First Amendment and, if so,
under what circumstances. 92 The Court held that advocacy of vio-
lence alone does not render speech unconstitutional; instead, only
when such advocacy "is directed to inciting or producing imminent
lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action" is it af-
forded no constitutional protection. 93 Applying this test to the Ohio
statute, the Court held the statute unconstitutional on its face and as
applied. 94 The Court noted that the statute, by its own words, pun-
ished mere advocacy of unlawful acts.95

In the same year as Brandenburg, the Court decided the case of
Watts v. United States. 96 In Watts, the government prosecuted Robert
Watts under a federal statute prohibiting a person from threatening
the life of the President of the United States.97 During a political de-

89. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 445, 446 n.1.
90. Id. at 445.
91. Brandenburg v. Ohio, 393 U.S. 948 (1968) (noting probable jurisdiction); Bran-

denburg, 395 U.S. at 445.
92. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447-48.
93. Id. In a concurring opinion, Justice William 0. Douglas took the opportunity to

criticize the United States Supreme Court's holding in O'Brien, especially the Court's
holding that the government had prosecuted O'Brien not because of the symbolic
message of his act but because of its interest in the continuing availability of draft cer-
tificates. Id. at 455 (Douglas, J., concurring). Justice Douglas found the asserted gov-
ernmental interest to be disingenuous, stating that "O'Brien was not prosecuted for not
having his draft card available when asked for by a federal agent. He was indicted,
tried, and convicted for burning the card." Id. (Douglas, J., concurring).

94. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 449. While holding that the Ohio statute was
facially unconstitutional, the Supreme Court observed that "[nleither the indictment
nor the trial judge's instructions to the jury in any way refined the statute's bald defini-
tion of the crime in terms of mere advocacy not distinguished from incitement to immi-
nent lawless action." Id. at 448-49. Nor had the Ohio courts construed the statute so as
to ameliorate its facial defects. Id. at 449 n.3.

95. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 449 n.3.
96. 394 U.S. 705 (1969).
97. Watts v. United States, 394 U.S. 705, 705 (1969). The federal statute provided

that:
Whoever knowingly and willfully deposits for conveyance in the mail or for a
delivery from any post office or by any letter carrier any letter, paper, writing,
print, missive, or document containing any threat to take the life of or to inflict
bodily harm upon the President of the United States, the President-elect, the
Vice President or other officer next in order of succession to the office of Presi-
dent of the United States, or the Vice President-elect, or knowingly and will-
fully otherwise makes any such threat ... shall be fined ... or imprisoned.
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bate at a public gathering, Watts remarked that if he was drafted and
inducted into the Army, "the first man I want to get in my sights is
L.B.J."98 At trial in the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia, Watts' counsel moved for a judgment of acquittal on the
ground that there was no evidence with which a jury could conclude
that the petitioner threatened the life of the President. 99 The district
court judge denied the motion, and a jury found Watts guilty of violat-
ing the statute.100 The United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia affirmed the conviction.' 0 '

The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari and re-
versed.' 0 2 The Supreme Court held first that section 87 1(a) of Title 18
of the United States Code was valid on its face because the nation has
a special interest in protecting the safety of the President. i0 3 How-
ever, the Court stated that this was only the first step in the inquiry
because, under the facts of specific cases, "a threat must be distin-
guished from . . . constitutionally protected speech."' 0 4 The Court
then held that Watts' expression, even if a "very crude offensive
method of stating a political opposition to the President," was not a
threat.105 In differentiating between a true threat and crude but pro-
tected expression, the Court examined Watts' expression in the con-
text in which it was delivered.' 0 6 In this examination, the Court
weighed the reaction of listeners and the conditional nature of the
expression.107

In Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School Dist.,108
the Court stated that a government's unsubstantiated fear of potential
disruption is insufficient to overcome an individual's right to expres-
sion.10 9 After three public school pupils wore black armbands to
school in protest of the United States' involvement in the Vietnam
War, the pupils were suspended."i 0 The pupils sought an injunction
against their suspension in the United States District Court for the

18 U.S.C. § 871(a) (1982).
98. Watts, 394 U.S. at 706-07.
99. Id.

100. Id. at 707, 705.
101. Watts v. United States, 402 F.2d 676, 686 (D.C. Cir. 1968), reu'd, 394 U.S. 705

(1969).
102. Watts, 394 U.S. at 708.
103. Id. at 707.
104. Id.
105. Id. at 708.
106. Id.

. 107. Id.
108. 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
109. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 508 (1969).
110. Id. at 504.
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Southern District of Iowa."' The federal district court upheld the
pupils' suspensions, noting that the suspensions were reasonable in
light of the school's need to prevent disturbances of school disci-
pline. 112 The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
affirmed the holding of the district court. 113 The United States
Supreme Court granted certiorari and reversed. 114

The Supreme Court recognized that schools have an interest in
preventing disruptive conduct. 115 The Court further recognized that
this interest may impinge upon a student's freedom of expression, but
only when the regulation's intent is to prevent disruptive conduct." 6

However, the Court found that the record did not support the school's
contention that such an interest in preventing disruptive conduct was
actually at issue. 117 The Court stated that the fact that "a few stu-
dents made hostile remarks to the children wearing the armbands"
did not establish the legitimacy of the school's purported interest."l8

The Court noted that if a government merely had to make a showing
of undifferentiated fear to justify the regulation of speech, then the
government could unconstitutionally reach protected speech."19 In so
stating, the Court noted that "[a]ny word spoken . . . that deviates
from the views of another person may start an argument or cause a
disturbance. But our Constitution says we must take this risk."120

Nonexpressive Conduct

The Court has distinguished symbolic expression from nonexpres-
sive conduct.' 2 ' Conduct alone is outside First Amendment protection
because it is not speech at all.' 2 2 Nevertheless, expressive conduct

111. Id.
112. Id. at 504-05.
113. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 383 F.2d 988 (8th Cir.

1967), cert. granted, 390 U.S. 942 (1968), rev'd, 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
114. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 390 U.S. 942 (1968)

(granting certiorari); Tinker, 393 U.S. at 514.
115. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 507.
116. Id. at 509.
117. Id.
118. Id. at 508.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Compare City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41, 51 (1986) (find-

ing that the Renton ordinance restricting the location of adult movie theaters was valid
because "the adult theater zoning ordinance was aimed at preventing the secondary
effects caused by the presence of even one such theater in a given neighborhood") with
United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 376 (1968) (stating that "[w]e cannot accept the
view that an apparently limitless variety of conduct can be labeled 'speech' whenever
the person engaing in the conduct intends thereby to express an idea").

122. See Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405, 409 (1974) (stating that conduct en-
joys no First Amendment protection unless it has sufficient communicative elements).
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may be protected under the First Amendment when it has sufficient
communicative elements. 123

In United States v. O'Brien,124 David Paul O'Brien burned his
draft card in public and was charged and convicted of violating section
462(b)(3) of the Universal Military Training and Service Act of 1948
("section 462(b)(3)"). 125 At trial, O'Brien stated that the burning of
the card was protected speech because he intended to persuade others
to adopt his anti-war beliefs. 126 The United States Court of Appeals
for the First Circuit overturned his conviction under section 462(b)(3)
on the ground that it singled out card burners engaged in protest and
thus violated O'Brien's First Amendment right of free speech. 127 The
United States government petitioned for a writ of certiorari to the
United States Supreme Court.128 The Supreme Court reversed. 129

The Court considered whether O'Brien's symbolic act shielded
him from governmental prosecution.130 While conceding that
O'Brien's action expressed an idea, the Court rejected the contention
that O'Brien's act was thereby insulated from prosecution. 131 The
Court stated that "when 'speech' and 'nonspeech' elements are com-
bined in the same course of conduct, a sufficiently important govern-
mental interest in regulating the nonspeech element can justify
incidental limitations on First Amendment freedoms.'u3 2 The court
noted that:

[A] government regulation is sufficiently justified if it is
within the constitutional power of the Government; if it fur-

123. Id. at 409. In deciding whether conduct is expressive, the Court places impor-
tance on the intent of the actor engaging in the conduct to convey a specific message and
the circumstances surrounding the conduct. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 404
(1989). When the State of New York closed a book store frequented by prostitutes
under a statute that made prostitution illegal, the Court found the First Amendment to
be completely inapplicable because the sexual activity prompting government action
"[had] absolutely no element of protected expression." Arcara v. Cloud Books, Inc., 478
U.S. 697, 705 (1986). The Court went on to articulate a two-part test for determining
when conduct falls within the purview of the First Amendment: where it was "conduct
with a significant expressive element that drew the legal remedy in the first place... or
where a statute based on a nonexpressive activity has the inevitable effect of singling
out those engaged in expressive activity." Id. at 706-07. See Jonathan David Selbin,
Bashers Beware: The Continuing Constitutionality of Hate Crimes Statutes After
R.AV., 72 OR. L. REv. 157 (1993) (arguing that hate crimes statutes whose language
only aims at criminal conduct should receive no, or minimal, First Amendment
scrutiny).

124. 391 U.S. 367 (1968).
125. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 369-70 (1968).
126. Id. at 370.
127. O'Brien v. United States, 376 F.2d 538 (1st Cir. 1967).
128. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 372.
129. Id.
130. Id. at 376.
131. Id.
132. Id.
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thers an important or substantial governmental interest; if
the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of
free expression; and if the incidental restriction on alleged
First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to
the furtherance of that interest.i33

The Court held that the governmental interest of "insur[ing] the
continuing availability of issued [selective service] certificates" was le-
gitimate and substantial and that prosecuting O'Brien was the only
means available to serve that interest.13 4 The Court stated that
O'Brien was not prosecuted for the message inherent in his conduct,
but rather for his conduct's "noncommunicative impact."i 35

In Texas v. Johnson,13 6 the Court rejected the State of Texas' con-
tention that its flag burning statute, as applied to the facts in that
case, regulated incidental effects.' 37 In Johnson, the State of Texas
sentenced Gregory Lee Johnson to one year in prison, and fined him
$2,000, for burning a United States flag in violation of section
4209(a)(3) of the Texas Penal Code ("section 4209(a)(3)"). 1 38 The
Court of Appeals for the Fifth District of Texas affirmed Johnson's
conviction, but the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals reversed on the
ground that Johnson's act was protected under the First Amend-
ment. 139 The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari and af-
firmed the court of criminal appeals. 140

The Supreme Court rejected Texas' claim that the denial of John-
son's right of free speech was incidental to its interest in "preventing
breaches of the peace, and preserving the flag as a symbol of na-
tionhood and national unity."1 41 First, the Court stated that there
was nothing in the record to show that a breach of the peace had oc-

133. Id. at 377.
134. Id. at 378-81.
135. Id. at 376-82.
136. 491 U.S. 397 (1989).
137. Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 407-08 (1989).
138. Id. at 400. The Texas statute provided in relevant part:

Desecration of Venerated Object
(a) A person commits an offense if he intentionally or knowingly

desecrates:
(1) a public monument;
(2) a place of worship or burial; or
(3) a state or national flag.

(b) For purposes of this section, "desecrate" means deface, damage, or
otherwise physically mistreat in a way that the actor knows will seriously of-
fend one or more persons likely to observe or discover his action.

TEx. PENAL CODE ANN. § 42.09 (West 1989). Subsection 42.09(a)(3) has been omitted in
amendment. See TEx. PENAL CODE ANN. § 42.09 (1989) (repealed 1993).

139. Johnson, 491 U.S. at 400.
140. Texas v. Johnson, 488 U.S. 907 (1988) (granting certiorari); Johnson, 491 U.S.

at 402.
141. Johnson, 491 U.S. at 407.
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curred or was imminent due to Johnson's flag burning.1 42 The Court
emphasized that the only evidence offered by Texas to prove that a
breach of the peace was imminent was the testimony of several per-
sons "who had been seriously offended by the flag burning."143 The
Court found such evidence unpersuasive in showing the likelihood of
an imminent breach of the peace.144 The Court stated that:

The State's position, therefore, amounts to a claim that an
audience that takes serious offense at particular expression is
necessarily likely to disturb the peace and that the expression
may be prohibited on this basis. Our precedents do not coun-
tenance such a presumption. On the contrary, they recognize
that a principal "function of free speech under our system of
government is to invite dispute. It may indeed best serve its
high purpose when it induces a condition of unrest, creates
dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even stirs peo-
ple to anger."145

The Court thus rejected Texas' asserted interest, stating that to recog-
nize Texas' interest merely on the basis that flag burning could poten-
tially breach the peace would be to "eviscerate" its holding in
Brandenburg.

146

Second, the Court rejected the idea that Johnson's flag burning
constituted fighting words. 147 A reasonable onlooker, the Court
stated, would not have regarded Johnson's "generalized expression of
dissatisfaction" as a direct personal insult or an invitation to physical
confrontation. 148 Finally, the Court observed that Texas' asserted in-
terest in preserving the flag as a symbol of nationhood implied that
Texas was concerned that Johnson's message might lead others to "be-
lieve . . .that the flag does not stand for nationhood and national
unity."149 Consequently, the Court determined that section 4209(a)(3)
regulated flag burning on the basis of content, not on the basis of some
incidental effect.' 50

Having ruled that Texas did not prosecute Johnson for any inci-
dental effects of his symbolic expression, the court noted that the test

142. Id. at 408.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Id. at 408-09.
146. Id. at 409.
147. Id.
148. Id.
149. Id. The Court noted that Texas could not assert an interest in protecting the

physical integrity of the flag because, if the flag had been burned in order to dispose of it
(because it was dirty or torn) and not in order to convey a message, Johnson would not
have been convicted under the Texas law. Id. at 411.

150. Johnson, 491 U.S. at 412.
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in O'Brien was inapplicable.' 51 The Court did not hold that Texas'
interest in preserving the flag as a symbol of national unity was ille-
gitimate, but recognized that Texas had other means available to fos-
ter national unity.' 5 2 The Court stated that Texas' content-based
restriction crossed the line between persuasion and compulsion, stat-
ing that "tlo conclude that the government may permit designated
symbols to be used to communicate only a limited set of messages
would be to enter territory having no discernible or defensible
boundaries. 15 3

THE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION OF THE "SECONDARY EFFECTS"

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE AGAINST CONTENT-BASED
REGULATIONS

A government may properly regulate the secondary effects of
speech - in other words, what the speech may lead to - and even
incidentally discriminate on the basis of content in its regulation.' 54

In City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc.,15 for example, the Court
upheld a municipal ordinance which prohibited the location of adult
movie theaters "within 1,000 feet of any residential zone, single- or
multiple-family dwelling, church, park, or school."156 The ordinance
attempted to concentrate adult theaters away from residential ar-
eas.157 The United States District Court for the Western District of
Washington held that the City of Renton's asserted interest in
preventing the crime associated with adult theaters was sufficient to
validate the ordinance.'r 8 The United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit reversed on the ground that restricting free speech was
a motivating factor behind Renton's ordinance.' 5 9 The United States
Supreme Court noted probable jurisdiction and reversed. 160

The Supreme Court considered whether a governmental regula-
tion that discriminates on the basis of content is permissible if the
content discrimination is, at least in part, only a secondary effect of
the purpose of the regulation. 161 Although the Court recognized that

151. Id. at 410-12.
152. Id. at 418-19.
153. Id. at 417.
154. RAY., 112 S. Ct. at 2546.
155. 475 U.S. 41 (1986).
156. City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41, 43-55 (1986).
157. Id. at 51.
158. Id. at 47-48.
159. Playtime Theatres, Inc., v. City of Renton, 748 F.2d 527, 538 (9th Cir. 1984);

prob. juris. noted, 471 U.S. 1013 (1985), rev'd, City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc.,
475 U.S. 41 (1986).

160. City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 471 U.S. 1013 (1985) (noting prob-
able jurisdiction); Renton, 475 U.S. at 55.

161. See Renton, 475 U.S. at 47.
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the ordinance applied only to adult theaters, it noted that the aim of
the ordinance was to curb the "secondary effects" associated with
adult theaters, including prostitution and sex-related violence. 162

Therefore, the Court upheld the City of Renton's ordinance because
the purpose of the ordinance, which was to control immoral and vio-
lent crimes, rebutted the presumption that it discriminated against
expression on the basis of content.163

In Boos v. Barry,164 the court reaffirmed the secondary effects ex-
ception to the general proscription against content-based regulations,
although the Court held that the government failed to show the intent
to regulate a mere secondary effect. 165 In Boos, the "display clause" of
a District of Columbia statute banned the display of signs within 500
feet of a foreign embassy when the signs tended "to bring a foreign
government into public odium or public disrepute." 166 Three individu-
als, who wished to display signs critical of the governments of the So-
viet Union and Nicaragua within 500 feet of their embassies, sought
declaratory and injunctive relief in the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia.' 6 7 The district court granted summary
judgment against the three individuals and the United States Court of

162. Id. at 52-53, 60 n.4.
163. Id. at 47-48, 59 n.3, 60 n.4. In dissent, Justice William Brennan argued that

the Court treated the City of Renton's asserted reason for the statute - the control of
crime and other harmful effects associated with adult theaters - as legitimate without
adequate proof. Id. at 58-59. (Brennan, J., dissenting). Justice Brennan pointed out
that the only evidence offered by the city of Renton to support its contention that adult
theaters in residential neighborhoods would lead to crime and urban decay were studies
conducted in other larger cities. Id. at 61. Justice Brennan also pointed to the plain
language of the ordinance, which prohibited only adult theaters and not other adult
businesses, as well as its legislative history, as evidence that Renton's true aim was to
discriminate on the basis of content. Id. at 57-63 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

164. 485 U.S. 312 (1988).
165. Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312, 321 (1988).
166. Id. at 315. The District of Columbia statute provided in relevant part:

It shall be unlawful to display any flag, banner, placard, or device designed or
adapted to intimidate, coerce, or bring into public odium any foreign govern-
ment, party, or organization, or any officer or officers thereof, or to bring into
public disrepute political, social, or economic acts, views, or purposes of any
foreign government, party or organization... within 500 feet of any building or
premises within the District of Columbia used or occupied by any foreign gov-
ernment or its representative or representatives as an embassy, legation, con-
sulate, or for other official purposes.

DC CODE: ANN. § 22-1115 (1981). This section was repealed May 7, 1988. D.C. LAw 7-
105, § 2 (1988).

167. See Boos, 485 U.S. at 315.
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Appeals for the District of Columbia affirmed. 168 The United States
Supreme Court granted certiorari and reversed.169

The Supreme Court stated that the governmental interest in
shielding diplomatic personnel from speech critical of their govern-
ment could not be found to be a secondary effect because that interest
"focuse[d] only on the content of the speech and the direct impact that
speech has on its listeners."170 Therefore, the Court invalidated the
display clause as an impermissible content-based regulation. 171 How-
ever, the Court suggested that the display clause would have been
valid if the District of Columbia had articulated a reason for its exist-
ence other than shielding the listener, such as the prevention of con-
gestion, the control of visual clutter, or the maintenance of embassy
security.172

HATE CRIMES STATUTES UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The Expansion of the Secondary Effects Approach to Regulations
Restricting Modes of Speech

In R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul,173 the Court discussed whether fight-
ing words were proscribable because they were a category of speech
falling outside the First Amendment, or because their proscription did
not involve content discrimination.1 74 In R.A V., the Court held that
even government regulations which prohibit only a class of unpro-
tected speech, such as fighting words or obscenity, will not pass mus-
ter if their intent is to discriminate on the basis of viewpoint.1 75

168. Finzer v. Barry, 798 F.2d 1450 (D.C. Cir. 1986), cert. granted sub nom., Boos v.
Barry, 479 U.S. 1083 (1987), aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 485 U.S. 312 (1988). The United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that the "display clause" was
narrowly tailored to serve the governmental interest of protecting the dignity of foreign
missions and was therefore a valid content-based regulation. Id. at 1462-63.

169. Boos v. Barry, 479 U.S. 1083 (1987) (granting certiorari); Boos, 485 U.S. at 318.
170. Boos, 485 U.S. at 321.
171. Id. at 321, 329.
172. Id. at 321; Id. at 335 (Brennan, J., concurring). In a concurring opinion, Justice

William Brennan warned that the expansion of the "secondary effects" exception beyond
"the context of businesses purveying sexually explicit materials," as articulated in Ren.
ton, could swallow the rule that content-based regulations are presumptively invalid.
Id. at 354-55 (Brennan, J., concurring). Justice Brennan observed that, while the rule
provided a clear standard, the "secondary effects" exception would "plunge courts into
the morass of legislative motive, a notoriously hazardous and indeterminate inquiry,
particularly where, as under the Renton approach, the posited purpose flies in the face
of plain statutory language." Id. at 336 (Brennan, J., concurring). However, Justice
Brennan noted that if it were impossible to directly regulate a secondary effect, then a
content-based regulation aimed at such a secondary effect might be legitimate. Id. at
337 (Brennan, J., concurring).

173. 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
174. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2538.
175. Id. at 2548.
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The Court considered whether a St. Paul, Minnesota, ordinance,
which had been construed by the Minnesota Supreme Court to reach
only fighting words, was facially invalid because its application was
limited to fighting words uttered on the basis of race, color, creed, reli-
gion, or gender.176 Writing for the Court, Justice Antonin Scalia
stated that although the ordinance reached only fighting words, it was
nevertheless facially invalid as an impermissible content-based re-
striction on speech. 177 According to the Court, the ordinance was un-
constitutional because its language revealed an improper legislative
motive; as the Court stated, where a statute prohibits certain fighting
words, the statute "creates the possibility that ... [it] is seeking to
handicap the expression of particular ideas. That possibility would
alone be enough to render the [statute] presumptively invalid.' u78

The Court stated that it would be "simplistic" to presume that any
category of speech, such as fighting words, is outside constitutional
protection simply by virtue of the message it expresses. 179 The danger
of such a rigid, categorical approach, the Court observed, is that it
would allow the government, in the guise of regulating fighting words,
obscenity, or some other proscribable category, to forbid disfavored but
protected speech.' 80 Thus, regulations prohibiting fighting words
may not be "made the vehicles for content discrimination unrelated to
their distinctively proscribable content."181

The Court stated that the reason that fighting words are proscrib-
able at all is because they represent an intolerable "mode" of expres-
sion that would otherwise be protected speech. 182 Thus, the Court
stated that use of a noisy sound truck, containing both speech and
nonspeech elements, may be prohibited only if the government is
either legitimately attempting to restrict the nonspeech element or is
legitimately proscribing the speech element on the basis of constitu-
tionally proscribable content - such as obscenity.' 8 3 Conversely, the
Court noted that fighting words which contain protected elements of

176. See id.; see supra note 33.
177. R.A V., 112 S. Ct. at 2547.
178. Id., 112 S. Ct. at 2549.
179. Id. at 2543.
180. Id.
181. Id. The Court held that a state prohibition against fighting words which does

not limit itself to "disfavored topics" would be facially constitutional because it would
not discriminate on the basis of content but rather on the basis of some legitimate pur-
pose. Id. at 2545-47. But where the suppression of "disfavored topics" is the actual
motivation of the regulation, as revealed by the regulation striking only certain fighting
words, that regulation must fail. Id. at 2542-47.

182. See R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2548-49.
183. Id. at 2544-45.
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speech - for example, fighting words that oppose the government -
may not be prohibited on the basis of those protected elements.184

The Court held that the St. Paul ordinance discriminated on the
basis of content and did not fall within any articulated exceptions.' 85

The Court stated that assuming that the ordinance only reached fight-
ing words, it still violated free speech because it "imposed special
prohibitions on those speakers who express views on disfavored sub-

184. Id. at 2544.
185. Id. at 2548. The Court stated that there were exceptions to the rule that gov-

ernments may not regulate speech on the basis of content. Id. at 2545. First, the Court
stated that "when the basis for the content discrimination consists entirely of the very
reason the entire class of speech at issue is proscribable," then such discrimination is
acceptable under the First Amendment. Id. The Court stated that in such a case there
is no danger that the government is proscribing speech due to an improper motive be-
cause the reason behind the more narrowly drawn regulation already has been ad-
judged permissible. Id. at 2545-46. The Court cited examples of the kinds of content-
based regulations that would fall within this exception: (1) regulations which outlaw
only that obscenity "which is the most patently offensive in its prurience"; (2) those
which outlaw "only those threats of violence that are directed against the President"
because the governmental interest in proscribing threats "[has] special force when ap-
plied to the person of the President"; and (3) those which "regulate price advertising in
one industry but not in others, because the risk of fraud ... is in [the State's] view
greater there." Id. at 2546.

The Court also stated that a content-based regulation is constitutional when it is
aimed at "particular secondary effects" of the speech, so that the regulation is " justified
without reference to the content of the ... speech.'" Id. at 2546. The Court cited sex
discrimination in the workplace under Section 2000e-2 of Title 42 of the United States
Code as an example of this exception. Id. at 2547. According to the Court, only those
fighting words which are sexually derogatory properly may be regulated by the federal
government because the content discrimination of speech is a secondary effect of the
statute's purpose to eliminate sex discrimination in the workplace. Id. Finally, the
Court stated that the First Amendment does not prohibit content-based regulations
when "there is no realistic possibility that official suppression of ideas is afoot." Id. at
2547. See Michael S. Degan, Comment, "Adding the First Amendment to the Fire":
Cross Burning and Hate Crime Laws, 26 CREIGHTON L. REv. 1109, 1141 (1993) (noting
that the holding in R.A.V. is both vague and ambiguous enough that lower courts will
have little problem in distinguishing it if courts so desire).

The indeterminacy of R.A. V. was borne out by the subsequent disagreement among
lower courts as to whether penalty enhancement statutes - statutes which provide for
harsher sentences for crimes committed at least partly due to a racial motive - were
constitutional or not. Compare State v. Plowman, 838 P.2d 558, 563 (Or. 1992) (uphold-
ing Oregon's hate crimes statute) with State v. Mitchell, 485 N.W.2d 807, 815 (Wis.
1992) (invalidating Wisconsin's hate crimes statute on the ground that it impermissibly
enhanced penalties for crimes committed with a discriminatory motive), cert. granted,
113 S. Ct. 810 (1992), reu'd, 113 S. Ct. 2194 (1993). The Court finally resolved the de-
bate by expressly affirming the constitutionality of penalty enhancement statutes. See
Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 113 S. Ct. 2194 (1993). See Stephen Russell Martin II, Note,
Establishing the Constitutional Use of Bias-Inspired Beliefs and Expressions in Penalty
Enhancement For Hate Crimes: Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 27 CREIGHTON L. REv. 503, 507-
08 (1994).
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jects."1 8 6 The Court stated that this was the worst kind of content

discrimination because it amounted to viewpoint discrimination.18 7

Symbolic Conduct in the Eighth Circuit - The Line Between
Threats and Advocacy

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit has
considered whether section 241 of Title 18 of the United States Code
("section 241") was facially valid and valid as applied to an act of cross
burning.' 8 8 In United States v. Lee,' 8 9 the Eighth Circuit overturned
the conviction of Bruce Roy Lee who, together with a coconspirator,
burned a cross on a hill some 386 feet from an apartment complex
housing several African-American families. 190 At trial, Lee testified
that the cross burning was intended to advocate that African Ameri-
cans should leave the complex. 191 An African-American resident of
the complex also testified that, after the cross burning incident, she
joined Lee and his friends at a picnic table for some beer and pizza.19 2

The court held that section 241 was not facially overbroad be-
cause it was intended to prohibit threats, defined as advocacy "di-
rected to inciting or producing imminent lawless action, [or which is]
likely to incite or produce such action."19 The court next stated that,
as applied, section 241 was aimed at least in part at the cross burn-
ing's message - not merely the conduct of the act - and thus refused
to apply the O'Brien test.'9 4 The court overturned Lee's conviction

186. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2547.
187. Id. at 2547-48. If the City of St. Paul, however, had worded its ordinance such

that it prohibited fighting words "directed at" certain groups or persons, the Court
stated that the ordinance would be facially valid because its purpose would be to pro-
scribe a mode of speech, assuming no other constitutional provision is violated. Id. at
2548. Instead, the Court concluded that the St. Paul ordinance prohibited certain fight-
ing words because of their racially motivated message. Id. The Court found that the St.
Paul ordinance was not aimed at controlling a secondary effect. Id. at 2549. Although
St. Paul argued that the ordinance was intended to protect vulnerable groups that his-
torically have been the victims of discrimination, the Court rejected this argument, stat-
ing that "the emotive impact of speech on its audience" cannot be a secondary effect of a
content-based regulation. Id. The Court thus held that the regulation of the content of
speech was not reasonably necessary to serve the state's interest in thwarting hostility
toward groups historically subjected to discrimination. Id. at 2550.

188. United States v. Lee, 6 F.3d 1297, 1300 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct.
1550 (1994). See 18 U.S.C. § 241 (1988); see supra note 39.

189. 6 F.3d 1297 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 1550 (1994).
190. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1297; Id. at 1306 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in

part).
191. Id. at 1306 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
192. Id.
193. Id. at 1300-02.
194. Id. at 1301. The court stated that the governmental interest in proscribing the

cross burning was not unrelated to the suppression of free expression. Id. See supra
notes 188-92 and accompanying text.
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because the jury instructions did not set forth the correct standard of
proof, rendering section 241 unconstitutional as applied. 195 Viewing
the facts in a light most favorable to the government, the court con-
cluded that a reasonable jury could find Lee guilty of making a threat
under the correct standard of proof and therefore remanded for a new
trial.196

In a concurring and dissenting opinion, Judge Donald P. Lay took
issue with the court's application of the correct standard of proof.197

While agreeing that the jury instructions did not reflect the proper
standard, Judge Lay stated that he would hold, as a matter of law,
that the totality of the evidence was insufficient to allow a jury to con-
vict.198 Judge Lay noted that the following facts indicated that the
cross burning was not a threat: (1) that the participants burned the
cross only briefly and 386 feet away from the apartment complex; (2)
that the participants did not try to re-ignite the cross after the wind
blew it out; (3) that there was no showing of disruption; and (4) that
the participants made comments to the effect that they were taking a
stand and that the cross burning was intended as a message for "bad
blacks" to leave.199 Judge Lay also observed that shortly after the
cross burning incident, one of the African-American residents who ob-
served it from her apartment and testified that she was frightened by
the act, joined Lee and his friends at a picnic table for beer and
pizza.200 Judge Lay stated that "considering all of the facts and cir-
cumstances leading up to the actual burning of the cross, there is no
credible evidence that Lee and his coconspirators willfully intended to
produce imminent violence or force or, for that matter, a reasonable
fear that lawless action was imminent."20 1

195. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1300. The court stated that the correct standard of proof re-
quired more than a showing that expressive conduct was intended to "harm, frighten,
punish, or inhibit the free action of other persons." Id. The jury instructions defined
"threaten" and "intimidate" as not requiring a "threat of physical force or the intimida-
tion of physical fear." Id. The court held that the instructions thus expanded the reach
of section 241 beyond its plain meaning, prohibiting some expressive conduct on the
basis of viewpoint. Id. at 1301.

196. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1304.
197. Id. at 1305 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
198. Id.
199. Id. at 1306-07 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
200. Id. at 1306 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
201. Id. at 1307 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). Judge Lay's

requirement that those engaging in symbolic activity must have intended, at least, to
create reasonable fear on the part of the addressees is similar to the position espoused
recently by Professor Frederick M. Lawrence. See Frederick M. Lawrence, Resolving
the Hate Crimes/Hate Speech Paradox: Punishing Bias Crimes and Protecting Racist
Speech, 68 NoTRE DAME L. REv. 673, 698-711 (1993). Professor Lawrence argues that
racist speech is distinguishable from bias (hate) crimes in that the perpetrators of the
latter possess the intent, or "mens rea," not only to utter or communicate racist speech,
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ANALYSIS

In United States v. J.H.H.,202 the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit held that the convictions, under section 241 of
Title 18 ("section 241") and section 3631 of Title 42 ("section 3631") of
those who took part in a cross burning did not violate the First
Amendment because the cross burning was used as "a means to
threaten and intimidate the [Joneses]."203 First, the Eighth Circuit
held that section 241 and section 3631 of the Federal statutes, unlike
the St. Paul, Minnesota, ordinance in R.A V. v. City of St. Paul,20 4

were content neutral on their face, prohibiting only a mode of
speech. 20 5 The court noted that the federal statutes' purpose was to
control threatening conduct, meaning that any incidental content dis-
tinctions posed no danger of viewpoint discrimination. 20 6 Second, the
court held that the evidence presented by the government in J.H.H.
was sufficient to support its assertions that the acts of J.H.H. and the
other participants in the cross burning constituted threats. 20 7

THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT CORRECTLY HELD THE FEDERAL STATUTES AT

ISSUE IN JHH TO BE FACIALLY CONSTITUTIONAL

The court was correct in holding that the federal statutes were
facially valid.208 In R.A.V., the St. Paul ordinance facially discrimi-
nated against speech on the basis of content because only those fight-
ing words conveying messages based on race, color, creed, religion, or
gender were proscribed. 20 9 By its plain language, therefore, the St.
Paul ordinance aimed to prohibit only fighting words based on disfa-
vored topics. 2 10 Unlike the invalidated St. Paul ordinance, the federal
statutes at issue in J.H.H. prohibit only a mode of speech -

but also the mens rea to commit a parallel criminal act such as assault. Id. at 700.
Professor Lawrence reasons that:

Racially targeted actions that are intended to create fear in the addressee and
that in fact do so may be constitutionally treated as a bias crime whether the
behavior is primarily by the use of words or by physical act. Racially targeted
behavior that vents the actor's racism is racial speech that is protected by the
First Amendment, even if it disturbs or insults the observer greatly.

Id. at 711. See Adam G. Safwat, Note, Section 241 and the First Amendment: Avoiding
a False Conflict Through Proper Mens Rea Analysis, 43 DuKE L.J. 625, 653-63 (1993)
(critiquing the Lee plurality's analysis of section 241).

202. 22 F.3d 821 (8th Cir. 1994).
203. United States v. J.H.H., 22 F.3d 821, 825 (8th Cir. 1994).
204. 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
205. See R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992); J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 825-26.
206. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 826.
207. Id.
208. See infra notes 208-14 and accompanying text.
209. See R.A.V., 112 S. Ct. at 2547-49; see supra notes 172-86 and accompanying

text.
210. See R.A.V., 112 S. Ct. at 2548. See supra notes 172-86 and accompanying text.
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threats.21' As a result, even if the statutes single out certain threats
for proscription, while permitting others, they do not violate the First
Amendment because "the basis for the content discrimination consists
entirely of the very reason the entire class of speech at issue is
proscribable."

212

The crucial feature of the federal statutes in J.H.H. is their re-
quirement of a predicate fact that there be a threat or act of intimida-
tion before acts of cross burning can be prohibited.213 Therefore, the
language of the federal statutes does not reveal a governmental pur-
pose to discriminate against expression on the basis of content, but
rather reveals a purpose to discriminate on the basis of a proscribable
method of delivering a message.214 Recognizing this basis for distinc-
tion, the court in J.H.H. correctly adhered to First Amendment juris-
prudence in upholding the facial validity of the federal statutes. 215

THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT CORRECTLY HELD THE FEDERAL STATUTES

CONSTITUTIONAL AS APPLIED TO THE FACTS IN JHH

The court unanimously agreed that, as applied to the facts in
J.H.H., the federal statutes did not infringe upon the cross burners'
First Amendment right of free speech.2 16 The court's conclusion in
J.H.H. that the government established the predicate fact of a true
threat was correct. 217 When the record shows that breaches of the
peace or imminent lawless action are likely, the Supreme Court has
stated that symbolic acts may be proscribed. 218 This standard is not
met when a symbolic act causes only generalized fear.219 The sym-

211. See R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2548-49; J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 826.
212. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2545.
213. Compare J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 826 (holding that section 241 and section 3631 are

not invalid even if they make content distinctions because they prohibit threats of vio-
lence), and Watts v. United States, 394 U.S. 705, 707-08 (1969) (holding a federal stat-
ute prohibiting threats of violence against the President facially valid) with R.AV., 112
S. Ct. at 2548-49 (noting that if St. Paul had proscribed only "those fighting words that
communicate ideas in a threatening ... manner" the result in the case might be differ-
ent) and Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 449 (1969) (invalidating a statute prohibit-
ing the mere advocacy of violence) and Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312, 320 (1988) (stating
that regulations which have nothing to do with content but which aim to curb unpleas-
ant secondary effects of speech do not violate the First Amendment).

214. See R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at 2548-49.
215. See supra notes 207-13 and accompanying text.
216. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 832 (Lay, J., concurring); Id. at 832 (Campbell, J.,

concurring).
217. See infra notes 217-30 and accompanying text.
218. See supra notes 85-119 and accompanying text; see supra notes 135-45 and

accompanying text.
219. See supra notes 107-19 and accompanying text.
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bolic act must be directed as a specific personal insult, or directed "to
the person of the hearer."220

Moreover, under the Supreme Court's test articulated in Bran-
denburg v. Ohio,221 advocacy reaches the level of threatening behavior
when it is "directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action
and is likely to incite or produce such action."222 Applying this test in
Watts v. United States, 223 the Court stated that particular instances of
expression must be analyzed in context in order to determine if they
are threatening. 224

From an evidentiary standpoint, a cross burning does not become
a threat when it is shown that a group of people were offended by its
message. 225 Instead, the likelihood of imminent lawless action or a
breach of the peace is demonstrated by actual disturbances or by ex-
pression that could reasonably be taken as a direct personal insult.226
The crucial question when someone burns a cross is whether he or she
"intended that immediate violence or force would ensue."227 In order
to find the requisite intent to make cross burning a true threat, courts
must focus on both the motives of the cross burners - was the cross
burning intended to frighten a particular person? - and the place-
ment of the cross to reasonably cause such fear.22 8 This approach
comports with First Amendment jurisprudence, which has judged the
legitimacy of the asserted state interest on the basis of the context in
which the message was delivered. 229

220. See supra notes 73-83 and accompanying text.
221. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
222. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447.
223. 394 U.S. 705 (1969).
224. Watts, 394 U.S. at 708. In Watts, the speaker's "threat" was conditioned upon

his being inducted in the army and was made in the arena of a political debate. Id. at
705-06. Such circumstances distinguish Watts from J.H.H., where the cross burners
testified that they intended to threaten a specific African-American family, were in a
position to carry the threat out, and burned crosses in close proximity to the family's
home. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827. Unlike the expression in Watts, the cross burners' acts in
J.H.H. went beyond mere advocacy of unpopular ideas; they were intended to threaten
and intimidate the members of a particular African-American family who reasonably
felt threatened by the cross burners' actions. Compare Watts, 394 U.S. at 708 (noting
that the circumstances surrounding a statement, including the reaction of the listeners,
determine whether the statement constitutes a threat) with J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827 (list-
ing the numerous pieces of evidence, including admissions that the cross burning was
intended to threaten the Joneses, in support of the idea that the acts were threatening).

225. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 408-09 (1989).
226. See supra notes 73-152 and accompanying text.
227. United States v. Lee, 6 F.3d 1297, 1307 (8th Cir. 1993) (Lay, J., concurring in

part and dissenting in part) (emphasis in original); see supra notes 85-106 and accompa-
nying text.

228. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 832 (Lay, J., concurring).
229. See supra notes 85-106 and accompanying text.
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In J.H.H., the actions of the cross burners satisfied the test in
Brandenburg because: (1) the testimony by the cross burners revealed
an intention to threaten and intimidate the Joneses in particular; (2)
the testimony by the Joneses indicated that they were reasonably in
apprehension of imminent harm; and (3) one of the cross burning inci-
dents occurred after the youths trespassed onto the Joneses' property
in order to place the cross in front of their window.230 These facts
clearly support the court's holding that the government intended to
proscribe an intolerable mode of expressing a threatening idea when it
convicted J.H.H. and the other youths.231

To PREVENT PROTECTED EXPRESSION FROM PROSCRIPTION BY

STATUTES REGULATING "THREATS," COURTS MUST NARROWLY

CONSTRUE "THREATS"

J.H.H. was an "easy" case because the defendants admitted that
their act of cross burning was intended to scare the Joneses. 232 How-
ever, in cases where there is no direct testimony revealing intent, the
disagreement existing among the judges in United States v. Lee233 is
bound to resurface. 234 As Judge Donald P. Lay pointed out in Lee, the
court arguably defined "threat" in such a way as to make conduct pro-
tected under the First Amendment punishable. 23 5 Judge Lay did not
argue that the court in Lee was incorrect in holding section 241
facially valid.2 36 Rather, Judge Lay's point was that the court's defi-
nition of threat could allow protected expression to be proscribed
under the federal statutes as applied in certain instances. 237 To avoid
this possibility, "[i]t is necessary to distinguish between a true threat,
which is not protected, and constitutionally protected speech."238

Under Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School
Dist.,239 a threat is not proven by evidence of generalized apprehen-
sion. 240 Rather, the symbolic expression must be directed at the per-
son of the hearer and the evidence must show something more than
the mere possibility of a breach of the peace. 241 In Lee, the court held
that a reasonable jury could find that the cross burning by Lee and his

230. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827.
231. See infra notes 231-70 and accompanying text.
232. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827.
233. 6 F.3d 1297 (8th Cir. 1993).
234. See Lee, 6 F.3d at 1304-12.
235. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1307 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
236. See id. at 1305 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
237. Id. at 1307 (Lay, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
238. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 832 (Lay, J., concurring).
239. 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
240. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 508 (1969).
241. See supra notes 107-19 and accompanying text.
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coconspirator was more than the advocacy of violence.242 The court
based its holding on the fact that the conspirators intended to send a
message that African-Americans should "leave our kids alone" and
that the conspirators intended to frighten the African-Americans in
the apartment complex.243 However, even if the record had showed
beyond a reasonable doubt that the cross burners in Lee advocated the
use of violence to eject African-Americans from the neighborhood,
their acts were insulated by the First Amendment unless the cross
burning created disturbances or was at least likely to incite or produce
imminent lawless action. 244 Without such a showing, statements by
addressees that they felt offended or threatened by the symbolic con-
duct are legally insufficient to establish a true threat.245

In Cohen v. California,246 for example, the Supreme Court held
that the crude expression Cohen wore on his jacket could not be cen-
sored or prohibited at least until California proved actual disturbance
or that an addressee could have regarded Cohen's message as a direct
personal insult.247 In Texas v. Johnson,248 the Court made clear that
offensive messages enjoy full freedom of expression under the First
Amendment. 249 While the testimony in Johnson established that sev-
eral addressees were offended by Johnson's flag burning, the Court
held such evidence to be legally insufficient to overcome Johnson's
right of free speech. 250 In fact, the Court emphasized that the First
Amendment operates in full force when a speaker invites dispute or
even "stirs people to anger."251

242. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1302-03.
243. Id.
244. See supra notes 73-152 and accompanying text.
245. See supra notes 140-44 and accompanying text.
246. 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
247. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 20-23. In Cohen, the Court found no evidence

that Cohen's message was likely to cause a breach of the peace, but indicated that if it
was directed to "the person of the hearer," this would be one piece of evidence support-
ing governmental restriction. Id. at 20. The cross burners' acts in J.H.H. were directed
at a specific family, and were committed in such a way that that family could have no
doubt that the cross burning was intended for them. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 827.

248. 491 U.S. 397 (1989).
249. Johnson, 491 U.S. at 408-09.
250. Id.
251. Id. In Johnson, the Court held that the likelihood of a symbolic message caus-

ing offense among its addressees is legally insufficient to justify proscription of that
message. Id. at 408. However, the Court indicated that if a symbolic expression invited
physical confrontation or was intended as a direct personal insult, the governmental
interest would be stronger. Id. at 409. The evidence in J.H.H. showed beyond reason-
able doubt that the cross burners' acts were directed as a personal insult and created
specific apprehension among the members of an African-American family. J.H.H., 22
F.3d at 832 (Lay, J., concurring). Thus, the Eighth Circuit in J.H.H. correctly found the
cross burners' acts to be factually distinguishable from cases where the Supreme Court
has held speech to be protected even though it advocates lawlessness. J.H.H., 22 F.3d
at 826-28.
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The burden lies with the government to show that a given act of
expression equals a true threat.252 If courts allow the mere advocacy
of unpopular or even reprehensible ideas to be categorized as threat-
ening, then the principle that the First Amendment applies in full
force to speech that creates unrest will be violated.253 In Branden-
burg, the Court held that any state prohibition of the mere advocacy of
unpopular ideas violates the First Amendment, even when the state
prohibits advocacy of lawlessness. 254 Even where a statute is facially
constitutional, as in Watts, the Court held that "threatening" speech
must be examined in context.255 In Watts, the totality of the evidence
showed that Waits' "threat" was crude but protected speech because it
caused no breach of the peace and could not be carried out until he
was inducted into the Army.2 56 The Court was thus cognizant that
not all speech of a "threatening" nature can properly be classified as a
threat.257

Given that threats are proscribable because of their effects - that
is - the disturbances and fear they can engender - governmental
proscription of threats is analogous to governmental proscription of
the "secondary effects" of speech. 258 The secondary effects approach
can be abused when governments concoct unsupported secondary ef-
fects in order to justify content discrimination. 25 9 Consequently, gov-
ernmental restrictions on speech due to ' its threatening nature are
capable of the same sorts of abuses as restrictions on secondary ef-
fects.260 If courts allow governments to convict speakers on the basis
that their speech is threatening - even though the evidence does not
show a true threat - then all a government needs do to discriminate
against symbolic conduct on the basis of its unwelcome ideas is to cat-
egorize such conduct as a threat and rely on the courts to uphold the

252. See supra notes 73-119 and accompanying text.
253. See infra notes 257-62 and accompanying text.
254. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447-48.
255. Watts, 394 U.S. at 708.
256. Id.
257. See Watts, 394 U.S. at 706, 708 (holding that, taken in context, the statement,

"If they ever make me carry a rifle the first man I want to get in my sights is L.B.J.,"
was not a threat).-

258. Compare Watts, 394 U.S. at 708 (stating that context, including listener reac-
tion, distinguishes threats from crude hyperbole) with Renton, 475 U.S. at 47 (uphold-
ing an ordinance singling out adult theaters for zoning restrictions because the
ordinance was aimed at those theaters' secondary effects and not the content of their
films).

259. See Renton, 471 U.S. at 57 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
260. Compare Renton, 471 U.S. at 57 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (noting that before a

governmental interest in controlling secondary effects is accepted, it should be carefully
scrutinized) with Watts), 394 U.S. at 708 (finding that, because the speaker's "threat"
against the President required his induction into the Army, it was not a threat under
federal law).
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government's broad interpretation of that word.261 If courts nod in
their duty to guard with vigilance the right of free speech, govern-
ments will be able to successfully infringe that right by crafting "legit-
imate" purposes afid concealing hidden ones. 262

Justices of the Supreme Court have commented on the danger in
accepting asserted governmental justifications for proscribing expres-
sion without careful scrutiny.263 If such scrutiny is lacking, courts
may rubber stamp acts of legislative censorship. 264 Justice William
0. Douglas observed in United States v. O'Brien,265 for example, that
the government had not, when it prosecuted O'Brien for his symbolic
act, done so because of its threat to the functioning of the selective
service system; rather, "[hle was indicted, tried, and convicted for
burning the card."266 In Lee, the court rejected the application of the
O'Brien test on the ground that the government had prosecuted Lee
because of the emotive impact of the cross burning and not due to inci-
dental effects of Lee's conduct.267 However, the evidence in Lee also
supported the notion that the government prosecuted Lee because of
the content of his message and not because the cross burning was a
threat.268 The record was noticeably bereft of evidence that a distur-
bance had occurred or was likely, and in fact pointed the other way.2 6 9

Without such evidence, the same dangers posed by judicial acceptance

261. See Johnson, 491 U.S. at 409 (stating that the government will not be allowed
to presume that "every expression of a provocative idea will incite a riot").

262. See supra notes 153-71 and accompanying text. After R.A V., governments can
avoid having statutes aimed at bias-motivated speech declared facially unconstitutional
by wording them in the language of mode rather than content. R.AV., 112 S. Ct. at
2548-49. Content discrimination could still occur, however, if courts allow unpopular or
reprehensible ideas to be prohibited on the ground that they are threatening. See
Watts, 394 U.S. at 707. A broad interpretation of "threat," much as an overly permissive
acceptance of state-articulated "secondary effects," could allow the proscription of un-
popular advocacy. See City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41, 57-63
(Brennan, J., dissenting). For example, if a burning cross reasonably creates genera-
lized fear or hostility among a crowd of people, but is not likely to incite or produce
imminent lawless action, the government should not be able to ban it on the ground that
it poses a threat. See Johnson, 491 U.S. at 407-09. If courts acquiesce to asserted gov-
ernmental purposes for the application of bias-motivated laws without adequate sup-
port, the boundary will be crossed between a state's valid interest in protecting its
citizens' health, safety and welfare, and its invalid interest in thought control. See
supra notes 91-92 and accompanying text. Although the sight of a burning cross may
reasonably create feelings of anger, the United States Supreme Court has held that
such a reaction is insufficient to make the burning cross a threat. See supra notes 60-
200 and accompanying text.

263. See supra notes 187-200 and accompanying text.
264. See infra notes 265-70 and accompanying text.
265. 391 U.S. 367 (1968).
266. See Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 455 (Douglas, J., concurring).
267. Lee, 6 F.3d at 1300-01.
268. Id. at 1306.
269. Id.
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of the control of secondary effects are realized in judicial acceptance of
the control of threats.270

CONCLUSION

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in
United States v. J.H.H.271 was correct in holding that federal statutes
criminalizing "threats" pose no facial danger of viewpoint discrimina-
tion, because the purpose of the statutes, as shown by their plain
meaning, is to proscribe a mode of speech.272 By contrast, in R.A. V. v.
City of St. Paul,27 3 the plain language of the St. Paul, Minnesota, ordi-
nance proscribed certain fighting words on the basis of the message
they conveyed. 274

However, even when a statute does not make the mistake of
facially proscribing messages on the basis of content, it may be uncon-
stitutional as applied. 275 The classification of a symbolic act as a
threat requires a court to find something more than evidence that the
act caused some people to be afraid or angry. 276 An addressee's undif-
ferentiated fear or apprehension is not enough to overcome a speaker's
First Amendment rights. The advocacy of criminal conduct, standing
alone, is protected by the First Amendment even when it causes gen-
eralized apprehension.

At some point a symbolic act that advocates an unpopular idea -

such as cross burning - becomes a true threat. The question of when
cross burning becomes a true threat has not been addressed precisely
by the United States Supreme Court. On the one hand, Chaplinsky v.
New Hampshire277 and R.A.V. held that the government may prohibit
fighting words and threats.278 On the other hand, Brandenburg
v. Ohio2 79 and Watts v. United States2 0 held that the government
may not prohibit the mere advocacy of unpopular or even criminal

270. See supra notes 187-200 and accompanying text.
271. 22 F.3d 821 (8th Cir. 1994).
272. See United States v. J.H.H., 22 F.3d 821, 826 (8th Cir. 1994); see supra notes

201-70 and accompanying text.
273. 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
274. R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538, 2549 (1992).
275. United States v. Lee, 6 F.3d 1297, 1301 (1993).
276. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 832 (Lay, J., concurring); Lee, 6 F.3d at 1307 (Lay, J., concur-

ring in part and dissenting in part).
277. 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
278. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572-74 (1942); R.AV., 112 S. Ct.

at 2548-49.
279. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
280. 394 U.S. 705 (1969).
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ideas.28 ' In the middle of those extremes are cases that defy easy
categorization.

The factual situation in J.H.H. did not involve a case in the "mid-
dle." In J.H.H., a group of boys plotted to burn a cross with the intent
to frighten a specific African-American family, the Joneses, and ended
up burning three crosses either near or upon the Joneses' property.28 2

The three judges on the Eighth Circuit panel who considered the case
unanimously agreed that the boys' acts were not protected by the First
Amendment. 283

Perhaps because it was an "easy" case, the court in J.H.H. was
able to classify the cross burners' acts as threatening without elabora-
tion as to what types of evidence carry greater weight in establishing a
true threat. Supreme Court cases have offered some guidance in this
regard, but leave many questions unanswered. The Court has held
that the mere advocacy of violence, absent any showing that the advo-
cacy will produce imminent lawless action or is likely to produce such
action, is constitutionally protected. At the same time, threats may be
proscribed because they are not speech, per se, but merely a mode for
conveying speech.

The recent cross burning decisions in the Eighth Circuit illustrate
that these Supreme Court principles meet with broad agreement in
the abstract but are not easily applied. The application of First
Amendment principles requires a "delicate balancing," weighing the
government's interest in preventing harm to its citizens against the
systemic harm that would result from allowing the government to cen-
sor expression because it is unpopular or politically incorrect. In
J.H.H., the balancing came down in favor of the government and sent
a clear message to those motivated by racial bias: symbolic acts in-
tended to threaten specific individuals can find no shelter under the
First Amendment.

Alan M. Kratz-96

281. Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 449 (1969); Watts v. United States, 394
U.S. 705, 708 (1969).

282. J.H.H., 22 F.3d at 826-27.
283. Id. at 823-32.
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